
Bath Dimensions1900x900mm centre waste 

The bath is also available as a Fixed bath in our Excel 100 range

Excel 400 
Bariatric 1900 x 900mm
Height-adjustable bath

The new Bariatric Excel 400 bath from Renaissance.
A spacious height-adjustable bath which can lift up to 35st/220kg. Hoist access panels enable the use of either 
ceiling track or mobile hoists for transferring the bather into the bath. The bath can be fitted with sensory options 
such as a spa, coloured lights and/or a Bluetooth audio system to give the bather a relaxing bathing experience.
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Lever taps are a popular choice 
and in conjunction with an 
underbath tmv3 valve, offer a 
WRAS-approved solution.

Bath Filler, again in conjunction 
with an underbath valve, gives 
you the ability to control the water 
temperature through one outlet.

The Air Spa system has 
12 jets in the base of the 
bath and has three settings. 
Pressing the button once 
gives a gentle massage 
effect, pressing it again 
gives a stronger massage 
and pressing it a third time 
gives a vigorous massage. 
A fourth press switches the 
system off.

The Bluetooth Audio system allows 
you to connect wirelessly to a system so 
that you can listen to music or audio 
books; whatever is your preference.

The colour-changing lights can be set on any one of 11 specific colours, by pressing the operating button to the 
desired colour. Alternatively, after the 11th colour, a series of five automatic colour sequences is available, by again 
pressing the operating button, flooding your bath with soothing light.

Brassware. We offer a range of brassware depending on the particular requirements of the client. 

Sensory Options. In order to make the bathing experience more enjoyable and relaxing,  
we offer three sensory systems; 12 Jet Three Speed Air Spa, Bluetooth Audio and Colour-changing lights.

Tmv3 Shower System (CAT5 Safe) 
is part of our WRAS-approved 
system and is the necessary 
choice in multi-user situations.

Bluetooth
Sound System

Fitted

Contact Us
Pennywell Industrial Estate, Sunderland, Tyne & Wear SR4 9EN.
T: 0191 534 6061 F: 0191 534 3626
www.renaissance-assistedbaths.co.uk
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We endeavour to provide accurate information but
product development may alter certain specifications

Cradles and Transporters – These Cradles are the ultimate in comfort for the bather. Available in three sizes and 
with a host of optional supports, the Cradle can be hoisted straight into the bath, either by overhead track hoist or 
mobile hoist. However, if used in conjunction with the Transporter, it can be tilted to use as a shower chair, or if 
moved to the vertical position, it will go over a toilet.


